Blencathra: Portrait of a Mountain

For many walkers, Blencathra is the finest
fell of them all. It stands steep-sided and
solitary at the edge of Lakelands northern
fells. The ordinary way up, by
Mousthwaite Comb and Scales Tarn, is an
intriguingly easy ascent. There are also two
Grade 1 scrambles: Halls Fell is a ridge
rising rockily for 400m, but nowhere
difficult; while Sharp Edge is a narrow
arete high above Scales Tarn, one of the
finest but also one of the hardest Grade 1
scrambles in Lakeland. The ridges on
either side of Halls Fell are slightly less
rocky, but much wilder. The ravines
between those ridges are full of scree, and
sheep, and steep wet shale. For solitary
wanderers, theres Carrock Fell. And theres
the Back o Blencathra. Youthful enthusiast,
rough-handed scrambler, geologist and
ghost-hunter, all emerge onto Blencathras
two-kilometre summit ridge. There you
stroll on gentle gravel and grass, along the
brink of that sudden drop to the south.
Beyond Derwentwater and St Johns Vale,
laid out in panorama, is all the jagged
roughness of Helvellyn, the Scafells, and
Great Gable. But although Gable and
Scafell are excellent hills, the one walkers
keep coming back to, again and again, is
Blencathra.

A Lake District mountain has been sold to an unnamed bidder. It had a steep asking price: Lake District mountain
Blencathra known as one .. Blake Lively showcases amateur cartooning with chalk portrait of SpongeBobRoute
directions for Blencathra via Sharp Edge walk with route maps, photos and trip reports. Blencathra is a unique mountain
sitting at the far northern edge of the Lake District National Park. . ?14.99. Blencathra: Portrait of a Mountain.No
portrait photo available To contribute a summit or portrait photo for a hill Route: Threlkeld Halls Fell Blencathra
Sharp Edge Scales Threlkeld. Scales tarn and the amazing Sharp edgefavorite section of lakeland mountain!! Review:
Life of a Mountain: Blencathra by Terry Abraham Following on from his Scafell Pike movie, this cinematic portrait of
Blencathra Independent film-maker Terry Abrahams second movie in a Lake District trilogy is a visually stunning
portrait of the peoples mountain hearing the engine, came to the window of his studio room, once a grand dining hall,
where he had been finishing an oil portrait of Blencathra mountain. The many hours spent on and around the mountain
allow Abraham to Life of a Mountain: Blencathra is a remarkable, beautiful portrait and A scan of the front cover of
Blencathra: Portrait of a Mountain by Ronald Turnbull, published by Frances Lincoln Limited, 2010. Its severalEasy
grade 1 scramble up Blencathra (the best mountain in the Lakes!) on Monday 4th August 2014. We started at Scales and
headed west to the base of Halls - 30 sec - Uploaded by Terry AbrahamPeek at Sharp Edge feat comedian Ed Byrne,
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author and presenter Stuart Maconie and Terry Abrahams eagerly anticipated Life of a Mountain: Blencathra is now
available. . This is a much more intimate portrait of one of the Lake Districts most Community campaigns have been
launched to buy a Lake District fell put up for sale by its owner who needs to settle a ?9m inheritance tax bill. His
solution was to sell the mountain he owned, Blencathra, which Footage shows sensational views from Blencathra
mountain peak .. when he discovers chef hangs gold-framed self portrait in one of his restaurants.
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